HON 272 The Human Event: Reading Lists

Spring 2013

Hobbes, *Leviathan*
Locke, *Second Treatise*
Rousseau, *Discourse on Inequality*
Wollstonecraft, *Vindication of the Rights of Women*
Shelley, *Frankenstein* (1818)
Smith, *Wealth of Nations*
Veblen, *Theory of the Leisure Class*
Marx, *Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844*
Marx, *Capital*
Marx, *Communist Manifesto*
Goldman, selections
Nietzsche, *Genealogy of Morals*
Freud, *Civilization and Its Discontents*
Fanon, *The Wretched of the Earth*
Marcuse, *Essay on Liberation*
Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History”
Palahniuk, *Fight Club*

Spring 2014

Hobbes, *Leviathan*
Locke, *Second Treatise*
Rousseau, *Discourse on Inequality*
Las Casas, *A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies*
Shelley, *Frankenstein* (1818)
Smith, *Wealth of Nations*
Marx, *Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844*
Marx, *Capital*
Miller, *Death of a Salesman*
Nietzsche, *Genealogy of Morals*
Freud, *Civilization and Its Discontents*
Marcuse, *Essay on Liberation*
Palahniuk, *Fight Club*

I revise the reading lists from year to year. I also entertain requests.